ORIGINS: Dragon and Phoenix
Printmaker: Lynn Zelmer, Capricornia Printmakers Inc

Tai Chi and Yoga have roots in Chinese history and mythology and the staff form I've been studying recently uses dragon, phoenix and butterfly imagery to motivate the movements. My dragon and phoenix images originated as tattoo designs; the yin-yang symbol provides their focus here. The multiple variations are a reflection of my need to relearn linoprint techniques after a break of almost 50 years.

15cm x 15cm prints with water-based ink on A4 acid free paper.

Walter Reid Artist Group invites you to attend the opening of

ORIGINS

9 March 2018 at 6:30pm
Opening by Cherie Weatherall
Exhibition runs 9 March - 18 March
Gallery Open Daily 10am - 1pm

Cherry: Horse Riding for Disabled
Ort Derby St & East St, Rockhampton City Old 4700